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Position as leading ERP service provider 
further expanded: Full Speed Systems 
integrated into Boss Info   
 
 
Sursee LU / Farnern, July 22, 2022 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 
With the successful integration into Boss Info AG, FSS has taken an important strategic step in 
strengthening its service portfolio and increasing customer benefits. This sets the course for a 
long-term, binding and successful future.    
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 
 
Boss Info and Full Speed Systems - strategic expansion of ERP competence 
In December 2021, Full Speed Systems AG (FSS), founded by Marcel Merz and Urs Liechti, 
was acquired by Boss Info AG, which has 8 locations in German-speaking Switzerland. Now 
the integration has been successfully completed: FSS customers can continue to rely on their 
accustomed contacts and services in the future, because the approximately 70 employees of 
FSS optimally reinforce the broad technical expertise of Boss Info, especially in the area of 
ERP solutions. As of August 1, 2022, FSS will operate under a new legal name: bossinfo.com 
AG. The legal name change was combined with the relocation of the office premises to 
Bahnhofstrasse 7a in 6210 Sursee. 
 
Dynamic team provides added value 
Through the acquisition, bossinfo.com AG (FSS) has secured direct access to a 
comprehensive service and solution portfolio for its customers. In addition to the proven Oracle 
solutions NetSuite and JD Edwards, customers as well as interested parties benefit from direct 
access to know-how in the areas of human resources and payroll, business intelligence (BI), 
document management system (DMS), collaboration solutions and especially in the area of 
ICT and cloud infrastructure services. 
 
Great synergy potential is utilized - for a successful future 
For the owners of FSS, Urs Liechti and Marcel Merz, the integration means the ideal 
succession solution for their professional life's work. «I am still very happy to have placed the 
FSS Group in good hands and I am convinced that this is a very sustainable and perfect 
solution for all customers and employees,» says Urs Liechti. Marcel Merz adds: «I am looking 
forward to the further cooperation and am full of enthusiasm to go into an even more 
successful future together with Boss Info!»  
 
Like the two founders of FSS, Simon Boss, founder, VRP and co-owner of Boss Info AG and 
CEO of bossinfo.ch AG, had also recognized the enormous potential of the merger: «In 
addition to the professional competence expansion, I experience on a daily basis how Urs 
and Marcel share our company values with their team and how the company cultures ideally 
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enrich each other. With the further expansion of the ERP solution offering, we were able to 
take the Boss Info stack to the next level.» 
 
The previous shareholders of Full Speed Systems AG, Marcel Merz and Urs Liechti, continue 
to support Boss Info AG as co-owners and thus the long-term strategy of the ICT service 
company. 
 

 
 
About Boss Info: ICT for better business | be boss in your business™ 
The Boss Info team of over 300 specialists is committed to a common goal every day: By 
using innovative technologies, they digitize the business processes of SMEs with industry 
solutions, consulting, ICT solutions and services. The consistent implementation of the 
strategy and the living of the company values - competence, fairness, longevity and 
commitment - have made Boss Info what it is today: Boss Info is one of the most successful 
independent providers of business solutions, ICT & cloud services, consulting services and 
collaboration solutions. The 360° overall ICT offering for companies includes proven in-house 
developments such as bossERP, bossSalary and bossGO and the Microsoft Dynamics 365 
ERP solutions Finance & Supply Chain Management and Business Central, STEPS, as well 
as the Oracle solutions JD Edwards and NetSuite. DMS and Business Process Management 
solutions round off the range of services in addition to individual developments and the 
extensive Microsoft 365 competence. 
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